WELCOME TO OUR NEWEST NEURO ICU TEAM MEMBERS!

1. Nolan Minh Kuryliw was born on July 2 weighing 7lbs 7oz and 19.5 inches long to Mom (Justine our NSICU PA) and dad Justin Kuryliw! Congrats from all of Northwestern Neurology!

2. New Fellow - Dr. Katie Colton – a graduate of NMH Emergency Medicine Residency

3. New Fellow - Dr. Neil Nadkarni – a graduate of NMH Neurology Residency

Featured Fun Friendly Fellows

Our featured fellows this month are our NSICU fellows.

Our residents interact with this team on a daily basis. We appreciate all of your hard work, teaching and patience with us each and every day (and night)!

Senior Fellows

1. Dr. Ameeta Karmarkar
2. Dr. Viren Patel
3. Dr. Shannon Hexitrum

First Year Fellows

1. Dr. Katie Colton
2. Dr. Neil Nadkarni
Dr. Bega for hosting all of the residents at his home for a summer BBQ! - All the residents

Sara and Nikhil for being new seniors in the very beginning of the academic year and doing an amazing job! - Maggie

Leonard for crushing it on nights! He’s enthusiastic, hard-working, studies, thinks critically, and sets goals to be more efficient and independent. - Isaac

To all of our new PGY2s! It’s a pleasure to work alongside you! Keep up the good work! And kudos to the camaraderie they’ve already shown - PGY3/4s

My juniors on the general Neurology service Jess and Deb who stayed late on a weekend day and worked together to get an LP that a patient needed - Nick Hac

Linda Vaickus for helping cover Gen Neuro when Justine decided to drop that baby early - she even took an extra shift to help cover the floor! - Renee Hansen - NSICU APN

Our new stroke fellows for helping with the PGY2 bootcamp sim – Maggie Yu

Eunice for outstanding sign outs every day on very complicated ICU patients. Very clear and concise for the overnight team! - Jo Tang

Kristin, our program coordinator, for all the stuff she does behind the scenes for us especially at the beginning of the year! – Ornella

Dr. Sri Sharma on successfully defending his PhD! – All the residents!

Maggie, Rafal and Jakita “Case of a 32 year old pregnant woman with new onset seizures” - Dr. Bega

Kudos to Shailee, Jo & Sara on publishing “Case of a 68-year-old Immunosuppressed Man with Fever, Headaches, and Encephalopathy” - Dr. Bega